Paid 15
Level 4
Soil: Sandy, with lepida and marl yellow and brown soil
CERAMIC: 1400g.  ca 100 sherds
MM III

Stone: 3 Boulders

Paid 15 removed the sandy gray soil and some rubble. The N face of wall 10 was partially exposed; it runs straight vertical at the east and then bends out to the north with the top courses fallen out of line. The west end of the wall has collapsed.

We proceeded to dig the gray soil beneath paid 15:
Pail 16
Under 15
Level 4
Soil: gray clay
Ceramic: 4700 Ql. ca. 700 sherd MM III

C.4930 handle? w. snake? applied ornament
E.1431 cook, chal w. basket in精品

The soil of Pail 16 is exactly the same as that of Pail 14, with the difference that in places there is much more gray clay. This ground may be roof debris; along the sides of the walls it is especially dense and rises against them. On the other hand, as is often the case, the clay could represent the floor level. If so, then the floor rises abruptly to the east in the eastern extension of the room. The numerous pots lying there are
heaped upon each other in a dense concentration in the center. We cleared around them and partially through the gray clay other pot and sherds were found lying flat as if they were smashed into the floor. We stop excavation of this level and turn our attention to wall 10, the fallen one.

Wall 10 has partially collapsed and its line has twisted to the north. We set a bucket for defining its north face:

Paid 17 from
Under 13 to
Level 4

Sediment: rubble & brown silts

Contents: 2950 cp. ca 100 sherds

C5028 - bowl sherd
C5029 - oval mouth amphora rim
C5030 - cone glass sherd
Meanwhile we begin work westwards F & G where we had ceased after clearing the sand field of Part II. The soil here some sand but is mostly mixed brown with slabs and rubble.

Part 18 from Under II to Level 4 Soil:
- Carbonic: 12,300gr. ca. 60Q shade
- MM: 18

C5031 pitcher base
C5032 "      "
C5033 "      " lønn weight
C5034 "      " mini. jug

Stones 38unks
- Charcoal
- Bone
- Plaster

We also begin cleaning over and around walls F, G and I to clarify their relationship.
This plot could considered some of the most of your limits. At the first few miles, it is the same as the 18. 208 are found in the upper face and above it. The entire rock type, except for the second, must have formed an unknown excavation. The other rock types, except for the second, must have formed a unknown excavation. The other rock types, except for the second, must have formed a unknown excavation.
WALL 3 before removal
w. Pail 21, front

Rear
Same as above
fr. 37

PAIL 20
Linear 13
level 3
Soil: reddish with brown & yellow
and patches of sand
Ceramics: 1800 BC. ca 75 shards.
2 L Mini A. Some Mini

Stone
Shell

At the north we return to worry
about rooms A & B and remove wall 3
which is only one course in order to dig the
possible beneath to clarify the relations
of the MB walls beneath:
After removing the wall we change pails:
(Pail 22 has been given to the floor)

- Pail 23: from N 10.72, CTR 10.63, N 10.72 (deposit)
- Under 21: to S 10.65, CTR 10.14, N 10.10

Level 4

Soil: Sandy with rubble
Ceramic: 1500 gr. ca 70 sherds

M 7114

Stones: Queen...
Pail 23 cleaned away the rubble packing beneath Wall 3 and exposed the continuation N for 1 Joel Wall 2 and 5. They run together. It also exposed the unit end of wall 4 which turned out to be a N-S wall terminating to east form a doorway between its S end and the northern face of Wall 2. Somewhat below we found three large squarish blocks running south from 4 forming a threshold. We change pails to take a grayish mixed soil west of the doorway.

Pail 24 from S 10' 165 cm to 10' 145 cm Wall 10 105 cm

Level 23 to N 17 197 cm 9.98 m

Soil: Gray clay mixed with mixed brown/yellow soil

Cement: 9 030 gr. 8 000 sherd.

MM III coarse and fine

C 5115 commonweight

1850 B.C.

Bone

Further down the gray soil became denser. We change pails (see Pail 25 see pp. 51)
TR 45A 4:22
Floor Deposit
Phil 22
Under 14,16 at:
Level 4

Ceramic: Uniform MMIII flow deposit.
C5099 Pot 1 BSJ
C5100 Pot 2 Med. coarse sherd
C5101 Pot 3 Glazed rim on
& pot contents
C5102 Pot 4 Crn. cup
C5103 Pot 5 " "
C5104 Pot 6 Jam
C5105 Pot 7 Crn. cup
C5106 Pot 8 Crn. cup base sherd
C5107 Pot 9 Crn. cup
C5108 Pot 10 Base of closed vessel
C5109 Pot 11 Alabaster shaped rhyton
C5110 Pot 12 2 med. coarse sherdls
C5111 Pot 13 Small jug
C5112 Pot 14 Crn. cup
C5113 Pot 15 " "
C5114 " " Under plaque " BSJ
& contents.

Bone
Stone 1
Stone 2
Stone 3
Loom weight
Stone
Plaster
Paid 25 from N 9.99 to NW 9.625
Under 24 to SW 9.535
Level 4
S&L: dark grey clay, mixed w. brown soil
Ceramic: 9.750 m ca. 800 sherds
Mixed MM I & MM II one complete
CN. amp. one [iron] brace.
but many join.

Stones

After lifting the posts and stones
the floor deposit of Paid 22 it is
apparent that much material remains
in the soil. We change plans to take
the floor...
Paid 26
Under 25
Level 5
Snr: brown mixed w. some grey clay.
Conspic: 15 AGR gn. ca. 1260 s land.
Mixed MMII & MMIII
Pot 7: Jar sherd (2 vessels)
Pot 2: MMIII con. conc.
Pot 3:
Pot 5 = BSJ C511b

Sherd: lid S 1301
Bone
Red earth
Charcoal
Loom weight C5035
1 Bulla stone
Shell
Plaster

Paid 25
Floor paid side on Kerakomos, sherd bedrock.
We sweep and photo.
TR 45A Floor of Pool 26, from S

AM IIIA1

MM, phase 1 (MM II?)

MM, phase 2 (MM III)

Chronological interpretation by dios, based on J.W. report, 9 Nov. 1981.